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Make your own fizzy drink
Commercial fizzy drinks are fizzy because carbon dioxide has been pumped through
them. In this project you will investigate how to make your own fizzy drink using
carbon dioxide. You can compare your homemade fizzy drink to fizzy drinks you can
buy in the shops.

Getting Started
Check out the recipes below as
examples of how you might make your
own fizzy drink. Make sure you do a
risk assessment and check this with
your teacher.
Comparing your fizzy drink to a shop
bought one: Buy a fizzy drink the same
flavour as yours and compare:
What different ingredients do the two
drinks have?
What do they look like? For example,
is one cloudier than the other, or a
different colour?
How fizzy are they? How much carbon
dioxide is given off when you open
each bottle?
How acidic are they? Measure the pH
of the two drinks.
What are the shelf-lives of the two
drinks?

Things to think about
People have also been able to make
fizzy drinks for hundreds of years by
fermenting them. This is when yeast is
used to make the carbon dioxide.
Think about how a fermented drink
might
Find out about fermentation. What’s
needed for it to happen and what’s
produced?
We do not recommend making a
fermented fizzy drink yourself, unless
supervised by a teacher in a lab.

Useful Resources
Consider using one of the below
recipes for your fizzy drink:

•

What additives are there in the bought
drink? Why do you think they have
been put in?

https://littlebinsforlittlehands.com
/fizzy-lemonade-science-project/

•

https://www.sciencekids.co.nz/ex
periments/lemonade.html

The results:

•

https://www.thoughtco.com/fizzy
-sparkling-lemonade-made-withscience-607468

How does your drink compare to the
bought drink?
How could you improve your drink?
Can you think of ways to make your
improvements?
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Write down your method for making
your drink so that other people can
use it.

Health and Safety
A science project work is both
dynamic and exciting but can also
carry some risk. To avoid any
accidents, make sure you stick to
the following health and safety
guidelines before getting started:
▪

▪
▪

▪

find out if any of the materials,
equipment or methods are
hazardous;
assess the risks (think about
what could go wrong and how
serious it might be);
decide what you need to do to
reduce any risks (such as
wearing personal protective
equipment, knowing how to deal
with emergencies and so on);
make sure your teacher agrees
with your plan and risk
assessment.

Remember, you should never drink
anything that has been prepared in
a laboratory or with laboratory
equipment or chemicals.
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Remember!
Science isn’t just about data. The
most successful projects will
demonstrate good communication
skills and show original ideas that
address a real-world problem.
Look at the world around you and
consider all the innovative ways
that you could address the
challenge. Even if things go wrong,
use this to show what you have
learned. Don’t forget to use the
student profile form to help
structure your project.

